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Abstract. We describe the design and implementation of an automatic invariant
generator for imperative programs. While automatic invariant generation through
constraint solving has been extensively studied from a theoretical viewpoint as
a classical means of program verification, in practice existing tools do not scale
even to moderately sized programs. This is because the constraints that need to
be solved even for small programs are already too difficult for the underlying
(non-linear) constraint solving engines. To overcome this obstacle, we propose
to strengthen static constraint generation with information obtained from static
abstract interpretation and dynamic execution of the program. The strengthening
comes in the form of additional linear constraints that trigger a series of simplifications in the solver, and make solving more scalable. We demonstrate the
practical applicability of the approach by an experimental evaluation on a collection of challenging benchmark programs and comparisons with related tools
based on abstract interpretation and software model checking.

1 Introduction
Programmers make mistakes, and much time and effort is spent on finding and fixing
these mistakes. While it has long been known that program invariants are the key to
proving a program correct with respect to a safety property [10, 17], their applicability
has been limited in practice since they often require explicit and expensive programmer
annotations. To circumvent this problem, there has been considerable research effort
in program analysis for automatic inference of program invariants [1, 2, 4, 16, 27]. In
these algorithms, a set of constraints is generated from the program text whose solution
provides an inductive invariant proof of program correctness.
In the abstract interpretation based approach [4, 7, 24] to inductive invariant inference, one computes the fixpoint of the program semantics relative to an abstract domain.
In case the abstract domain has infinite height (for example, the domain of polyhedra), termination of the fixpoint computation is enforced by a widening operator. In the
counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) approach [1, 16], one starts
with a set of predicates, and uses spurious counterexamples produced by model checking to dynamically discover new predicates that serve as building blocks for the proof
of program correctness. Finally, in the constraint-based approach [5,14,27], a parametric representation of an invariant map serves a starting point. Then, inductiveness and
safety conditions are encoded as constraints on the parameters. Once these constraints
have been determined, any satisfying assignment is guaranteed to yield an inductive
invariant of the program. For example, an invariant template in linear arithmetic will
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specify for each program point an expression of the form α0 + α1 x1 + . . . + αn xn ≤ 0,
where x1 , . . . , xn are program variables, and α0 , . . . , αn are unknown parameters. The
control flow graph of the program will specify constraints on the parameters at each
program point, such that a global solution for all the α’s produces an invariant.
While these techniques hold the potential for extremely sophisticated reasoning
about programs, each technique by itself often fails to verify programs, since in practice reasoning about correctness often requires combining the strength of each individual approach. In this paper, we demonstrate the potential of such a combination. We
describe the design and implementation of a constraint-based invariant generator for
linear arithmetic invariants. In our implementation, we use information from static abstract interpretation-based techniques as well as from dynamic testing to aggressively
simplify constraints. Our experimental results demonstrate that using these optimizations our invariant generator can automatically verify many problems for which all the
existing approaches we tried are unsuccessful.
It is important to mention that for each of our examples there is (in theory) a polyhedral abstract domain equipped with a suitable widening operator that can successfully
prove the desired assertion. Our approach targets the cases for which the existing abstract interpreters fail due to heuristic choices made in the implementation that trade
off precision for speed. For example, Figure 1(a) shows a program from [13] for which
an abstract interpreter implementing the standard convex hull-based widening cannot
prove the assertion. In our experiments, the abstract interpretation tool I NTER P ROC
finds the invariants z = 10w and y ≤ 100x at line 2 but not the crucial y ≥ x. We observed that our approach finds the missing fact y ≥ x which together with the invariants
found by I NTER P ROC, is sufficient to prove the assertion.
Table 1 shows the results of running a collection of state-of-the-art program verification tools on a set of common benchmark programs for software verification, including some challenge programs from [21], which are marked with the star symbol “*”.
I NTER P ROC [22] is a tool based on abstract interpretation (we used the PPL library together with the octagon domain when applying I NTER P ROC). B LAST [16] is a software
model checker based on counterexample refinement. I NV G EN is our previous imple-

mentation of constraint-based invariant generation using constraint logic programming
(CLP) as a constraint solver [2]. I NV G EN+Z3 is the same constraint-based invariant
generator but using the Z3 decision procedure [8] as the constraint solver, which applies
the Boolean satisfiability-based encoding proposed in [14]. As is evident from Table 1,
the results we obtained for the existing tools on the benchmark examples are disappointing. In Column 2, there is a “×” mark for each program for which I NTER P ROC
was too imprecise to verify the assertion. In Column 3, the counterexample refinement
procedure of Blast diverges on several examples. In Columns 4 and 5, the invariant
generation procedures time out, denoted by “T/O”, on most examples as the constraints
become too hard to solve (both for CLP and for SAT). In contrast, our technique is able
to efficiently solve all the examples, as shown in the last column.
While our invariant generator can be used in isolation, we have also integrated it
with the Blast software model checker and have used it as the counterexample refinement engine using path programs [3]. Invariants for path programs provide additional
predicates that refine the abstraction for the software model checker, and can produce
better refinement predicates than usually available with current techniques, e.g. [15].
Software model checkers with path program-based counterexample analysis are wellsuited for our techniques because they (automatically) generate small program units to
either test for bugs or provide invariants. Using this integration, we have applied our implementation to verify a set of software verification benchmark programs [21] recently
introduced as a challenge to the community. The examples in the benchmark set are
extracted from common security-critical code, and contain assertions related to buffer
bounds checking. Our implementation was able to verify all the (correct) programs in
the benchmark in about 10s of total time.
Related Work Our work is influenced by recent advances in automatic static inference of
inductive invariants using constraint solving [6,14,26] as well as by the use of dynamic
analysis to estimate and infer likely system properties [9].
Constraint-based invariant synthesis techniques using templates in linear [2, 5, 14]
and polynomial [20, 26] arithmetic have been extensively studied, but their application
has been limited by the cost of the constraint solving process. As we demonstrate in our
experiments, even on quite small examples the constraint solver is likely to time-out.
Our static and dynamic constraint simplification techniques limit the search space for
the constraint solvers. Our experiments demonstrate orders of magnitude improvements
over existing making it feasible to apply these techniques to larger programs.
Software model checking tools, e.g. [1, 16, 19], have previously used invariants
from abstract interpretation—most notably alias analysis, but also octagonal constraints [19]—to strengthen the transition relation of the program. The contribution of
this work to the research on software model checking is a powerful predicate inference
engine using invariant generation. We also perform detailed comparisons of the benefits of combining invariant generation with abstract interpretation, as well as combining
invariant generation with CEGAR-based software verification.
Pure dynamic analysis has been used to identify likely, but not necessarily correct,
program invariants [9]. The technique uses program tests to evaluate candidate predicates from some a priori fixed database. The predicates that evaluate to true on all test
runs are returned as likely invariants. The basic technique is not sound, as the test suite

1 int x=0; y=0; z=0 w=0;
2 while(*){
3
if(*){
4
x++; y+=100;
5
}else if(*){
6
if (x>=4){ x++; y++; }
7
}else if(y>10*w && z>=100*x){
8
y=-y;
9
}
10 w++; z+=10;
11 }
12 if( x>=4 && y <=2) error();
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int i,j,k,n,m;
assume(n<=m);
for (i=0;i<n;i++)
for (j=0;j<n;j++)
for (k=j; k<n+m;k++)
assert(i+j<=n+k+m);

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Example from [13]. (b) Example nested.c.

could be inadequate. Hence in a second step, the inferred invariants are provided to a
verification-condition based program verifier. If the verifier succeeds, the combination
of the dynamic step and the verification ensures program safety, while removing the
need for providing manual invariants. However, there are some shortcomings of this
technique. First, since the predicates are chosen from some fixed set (usually for efficiency in evaluation), the required program invariants may not fall into this fixed class.
Second, the generated invariants are not in general inductive, therefore if the verifier
fails, it is not evident if either a guessed invariant is wrong (that is, more tests should be
generated to remove it from the discovered set), or if the guessed invariant does represent all reachable states, but is too weak to allow the verifier to complete the proof.

2 Example
We illustrate our idea using the example program nested.c shown in Figure 1(b).
We want to construct an invariant that proves the assertion in line 7.
The core idea of our tool is to perform constraint-based invariant synthesis. Our algorithm automatically discovers, through an iterative process, that we need an invariant
templates to be a conjunction of four inequalities for each loop head. The invariants
for intermediate locations (between loop heads) can be computed from assertions for
these locations by propagating strongest postconditions (or weakest preconditions). For
clarity of presentation, we shall only show details relevant to the first conjunct in each
template. We use the template map η such that
η.4 = α + αi i + αj j + αk k + αm m + αn n ≤ 0 ∧ . . . ∧ . . . ∧ . . . ,
η.5 = β + βi i + βj j + βk k + βm m + βn n ≤ 0 ∧ . . . ∧ . . . ∧ . . . ,
η.6 = γ + γi i + γj j + γk k + γm m + γn n ≤ 0 ∧ . . . ∧ . . . ∧ . . . .
To obtain an invariant map from these templates, we need to instantiate the set of parameters {α, αi , αj , αk , αm , αn , β, βi , βj , βk , βm , βn , γ, γi , γj , γk , γm , γn } . We proceed by

constructing a system of constraints, say Ψ , over the set of template parameters that
imposes the invariant conditions on the template map, following a classical approach
from the literature [5, 28]. We omit the details for brevity. Unfortunately, even for this
small example, we obtain a system of non-linear arithmetic constraints which exceeds
the capacity of our constraint solver. Our idea is to scale the invariant generation engine
by using information obtained from abstract interpretation as well as from concrete and
symbolic runs of the program.
We first observe that for this example, some components of the required invariants
can be generated by techniques based on abstract interpretation, e.g., by using octagon
and polyhedral domains [7, 24]. By running I NTER P ROC (using PPL) on this example,
we obtain the following invariant map ηα that annotates the loop locations with valid
assertions:
ηα .4 = n ≤ m ∧ i ≥ 0 ,

ηα .5 = n ≥ j ∧ n ≤ m ∧ i ≥ 0 ∧ j ≥ 0 ∧ n ≥ 1 ,

ηα .6 = n + m ≥ k ∧ n ≥ j + 1 ∧ n ≤ m ∧ k ≥ j ∧ i ≥ 0 ∧ j ≥ 0.
While theoretically the analysis could have found all polyhedral relationships, in practice tools like I NTER P ROC employ several heuristics that sacrifice precision for speed.
In this case, I NTER P ROC misses the inequality n + m ≥ i valid at lines 5 and 6 and
crucial for proving the assertion. Our algorithm takes the output generated by the abstract interpreter and uses it as an initial, static strengthening to support constraint based
invariant generation.
In the second step, our algorithm collects dynamic information by executing the
program. We first present a direct approach that uses program states to compute additional constraints that support invariant generation. Then, we show an extension that
can handle unbounded collections of states. The extended method uses symbolic execution to collect such sets of states. We formalize these direct and symbolic approaches
in Section 4.
Direct approach Our direct approach starts with a collection of some reachable program states, which can be obtained by applying test generation techniques. We only
track states at the head locations of the loops. Suppose we get the following set of states
{s1 , . . . , s4 } by running the program on test inputs:
s1 = (pc = 4, i = j = k = 0, m = n = 1),

s2 = (pc = 4, j = 3, i = k = 0, m = n = 1),

s3 = (pc = 5, i = j = k = 0, m = n = 1),

s4 = (pc = 6, i = j = k = 0, m = n = 1).

Here, the variable pc represents the control location. We shall use these states to simplify the constraints for invariant generation.
We observe that since template expressions must be true for all reachable program
states, in particular, they must hold for the states collected by testing. That is, for each
reachable state we can substitute program variables appearing in the template by their
values determined by the states and use this information to strengthen the constraint Ψ .
Thus, we can conjoin the following set of linear inequalities to the system of constraints Ψ , which determines the invariant map:
α + αm + αn ≤ 0 , from s1
β + βm + βn ≤ 0 , from s3

α + 3αj + αm + αn ≤ 0 , from s2
γ + γm + γn ≤ 0 , from s4

These additional constraints are linear. They can be applied by the solver to trigger
a series of simplification steps. After the solving succeeds, we obtain the following
invariant map:
η.4 = n ≤ m, i ≥ 0 ,

η.5 = n + m ≥ i, n ≤ m, i ≥ 0 ,

η.6 = n + m ≥ i, k ≥ j, n ≤ m, i ≥ 0 .
Symbolic approach We observe that we can simulate the effect of dynamic simplification using a large/unbounded set of reachable states. For this purpose we use symbolic
execution, which computes assertions representing sets of reachable program states. We
assume the example discussed so far and three reachable symbolic states below:
ϕ1 = (pc = 4 ∧ i = 0 ∧ n ≤ m) ,
ϕ2 = (pc = 5 ∧ i = 0 ∧ j = 0 ∧ n ≥ 1 ∧ n ≤ m) ,
ϕ3 = (pc = 6 ∧ i = 0 ∧ j = 0 ∧ k = 0 ∧ n ≥ 1 ∧ n ≤ m) .
These symbolic states can be applied to derive additional linear constraints on the template parameters. Due to the reachability of ϕ1 , ϕ2 , and ϕ3 the implications
ϕ1 → η.4 , ϕ2 → η.5 , ϕ3 → η.6
hold for all valuations of program variables. The validity of these implications can be
translated into a linear constraint, say Φ, over template parameters. (See Section 4 for
details.) We conjoin the constraint Φ with the constraint Ψ that encodes the invariance
condition. As a result, the solver performs additional simplifications that lead to improved running time.
Relevant strengthening In fact, after running our algorithm we can discover which
inequalities computed using abstract interpretation and added as strengthening to the
program were actually useful for finding the invariant that proves the assertion. This
information is crucial for keeping minimal the number of facts reported to the software
model checker as refinement predicates. For this purpose, we examine the solutions that
the constraint solver assigned to the variables encoding the implication validity. For our
example, the following inequalities found by I NTER P ROC were useful: n ≤ m ∧ i ≥ 0
at line 4, n ≤ m ∧ i ≥ 0 at line 5, and k ≥ j ∧ n ≤ m ∧ i ≥ 0 at line 6.

3 Preliminaries
We start by describing the invariant-based approach for the verification of temporal
safety properties and illustrate constraint-based invariant generation.
Programs and invariants We assume an abstract representation of programs by transition systems [23]. A program P = (X, L, ℓI , T , ℓE ) consists of a set X of variables, a
set L of control locations, an initial location ℓI ∈ L, a set T of transitions, and an error
location ℓE ∈ L. Each transition τ ∈ T is a tuple (ℓ, ρ, ℓ′ ), where ℓ, ℓ′ ∈ L are control locations, and ρ is a constraint over variables from X ∪ X ′ . The variables from X

denote values at control location ℓ, and the variables from X ′ denote the values of the
variables from X at control location ℓ′ . The error location ℓE is used to represent assertion statements. Each failed assertion leads to ℓE . We assume that the error location ℓE
does not have any outgoing transitions. The sets of locations and transitions naturally
define a directed graph, called the control-flow graph (CFG) of the program, which puts
the transition constraints at the edges of the graph.
A state of the program P is a valuation of the variables X. The set of all states
is denoted by Σ. We shall represent sets and binary relations over states using constraints over X and X ′ in the standard way. A computation of P is a sequence of
location and state pairs hℓ0 , s0 i, hℓ1 , s1 i, . . . such that ℓ0 is the initial location and for
each consecutive hℓi , si i and hℓi+1 , si+1 i there is a transition (ℓi , ρ, ℓi+1 ) ∈ T such
that (si , si+1 ) |= ρ. A state s is reachable at location ℓ if hℓ, si appears in some computation. The program is safe if the error location ℓE does not appear in any computation. A path of the program P is a sequence π = (ℓ0 , ρ0 , ℓ1 ), (ℓ1 , ρ1 , ℓ2 ), . . . of transitions, where ℓ0 is the initial location. The path π is feasible if there is a computation
hℓ0 , s0 i, hℓ1 , s1 i, . . . such that each consecutive pair of states (si , si+1 ) is induced by
the corresponding transition, i.e., (si , si+1 ) |= ρi . A path that ends at the error location
is called an error path (or counterexample path).
An invariant of P at a location ℓ ∈ L is a super set of states that are reachable
at ℓ, which we represent by an assertion over X. An inductive invariant map assigns an
invariant to each program location such that for each transition (ℓ, ρ, ℓ′ ) ∈ T the implication η.ℓ ∧ ρ → (η.ℓ′ )′ is valid, where (η.ℓ′ )′ is the assertion obtained by substituting
variables X with the variables X ′ in η.ℓ′ . We observe that due to the invariance condition we have η.ℓI = true. An invariant map is safe if it assigns an empty set to the
error location, i.e., η.ℓE = false.
A safe inductive invariant map serves as a proof that the error location cannot be
reached on any program execution, and hence that the program is safe. The invariantsynthesis problem is to construct such a map for a given program.
Constraint-based Invariant Generation In the constraint-based approach [6, 20, 25,
26, 27] to invariant generation, the computation of an invariant map is reduced to a
global constraint solving problem over the program locations. The approach consists of
three steps. First, a template assertion that represents an invariant for each location is
fixed in an a priori chosen language. A template assertion refers to the program variables X as well as a set of parameters. A parameter valuation determines an invariant.
Second, a set of constraints over these parameters is defined in such a way that the
constraints correspond to the definition of the invariant. This means that every solution to the constraint system yields a safe inductive invariant map. Third, a valuation of
parameters is obtained by solving the resulting constraint system.
The language of arithmetic has been widely used to specify invariant templates
[20,25,26]. A linear inequality over the variables X = (x1 , . . . , xn ) is an expression of
the form a0 +a1 x1 +. . .+an xn ≤ 0 if a0 , . . . , an are rational numbers. The language of
linear arithmetic consists of conjunctions of linear inequalities. An invariant template in
linear arithmetic treats α0 , . . . , αn as unknown parameters. For example, the template
α + αx x + αy y + αz z ≤ 0 represents a linear inequality term over the variables x, y,

and z. Here, the parameters are α, αx , αy , and αz . A possible template instantiation is
−4 + x + 2y − z ≤ 0.
An invariant template and its expressiveness are determined by the number of conjuncts that appear in the template for each program location. Adding more conjuncts
increases the expressive power at the cost of a more expensive constraint solving task.
Usually, templates are constructed incrementally, by starting with the weakest template
that assigns a single conjunct to each program location and then refining it by adding
additional conjuncts if the constraint solving fails to instantiate the template.
Given a template specification for an invariant map, we generate a set of constraints
that encode the inductiveness and safety conditions. To encode the inductiveness condition, we generate a constraint η.ℓ ∧ ρ → (η.ℓ′ )′ for each transition (ℓ, ρ, ℓ′ ). Note that
this implication is implicitly universally quantified over X and X ′ . Furthermore, the
conjunction of such implications for all transitions is existentially quantified over the
template parameters. Using Farkas’ lemma [28], we eliminate universal quantification.
The result is a set of existentially quantified non-linear constraints over the template parameters as well as over the parameters introduced by Farkas’ lemma (see [25] for the
technical details). Techniques involving Gröbner bases and real quantifier elimination
can be used similarly to generate and solve constraints for more general polynomial
constraints [20, 26], and for the combined theory of linear arithmetic and uninterpreted
functions [2].
We assume a function InvGenSystem that computes constraints from programs and
templates. An application of InvGenSystem on a program and templates for each program location produces a constraint over the template parameters that encodes the invariant map conditions. For the implementation details see [2, 5].
We illustrate InvGenSystem using a single transition between location ℓ and ℓ′ with
the transition relation x ≤ y ∧ x′ = x + 1 ∧ y ′ = y. We assume a template ϕ =
(α + αx x + αy y ≤ 0 ∧ β + βx x + βy y ≤ 0) consisting of two conjuncts at the location
ℓ, and a singleton conjunction ψ = (γ + γx x + γy y ≤ 0) at the location ℓ′ . The starting
point is the implication ϕ ∧ ρ → ψ ′ . To simplify the exposition, we first eliminate the
primed program variables and obtain ϕ ∧ x ≤ y → ψ[x + 1/x], which we present in
the matrix form below.
µα α ¶
x
y
¡ x ¢ ³ −α ´
¢¡ ¢
¡
βx βy
−β
→ γx +1 γy xy ≤ −γ
y ≤
1 −1

0

Now, we apply Farkas’ lemma to encode the validity of implication and obtain the
following constraint:
µα α ¶
³ −α ´
x
y
¢
¡
∃λ ≥ 0. λ βx βy = γx +1 γy ∧ λ −β ≤ −γ
1 −1

0

This constraint determines the values of template parameters and the additional parameter λ. It contains non-linear terms that result from the multiplication of λ with (αx βx )
and (αy βy ).
Constraint Solving The constraints generated above are non-linear, since they contain
multiplication terms over the parameters from the invariant templates, as well as the

additional parameters introduced by Farkas’ lemma. The existing solving approaches
include symbolic techniques based on instantiations and case splitting, e.g. [5], and
using SAT solvers by applying an appropriate propositional encoding, e.g. [14].
For the rest of the paper, we assume a function Solve that takes as input a set of
non-linear constraints and returns either a satisfying assignment to the constraints, or
that the constraint set is unsatisfiable. Unfortunately, in all but the most basic programs,
constraint-based invariant synthesis using the above technique is too expensive. For
most realistic programs, the procedure Solve times out.

4 Constraint Simplification
We now describe how we can use additional static and dynamic information to restrict
the search space determined by the set of static constraints. Technically, we do this by
computing additional constraints on the program transition relation and on the template
parameters and conjoining them with the constraint system defining invariant map. Program computations provide a source of such additional dynamic constraints.
I NVG EN +A BS I NT: Simplification from abstract interpretation Our first simplification uses an abstract interpreter to compute program invariants, and uses the result of
the abstract interpretation algorithm to strengthen the program transition relation. That
is, suppose that ηα is an invariant map computed by an abstract interpretation algorithm.
In our constraint generation, we replace the constraint η.ℓ ∧ ρ → (η.ℓ′ )′ for a transition
(ℓ, ρ, ℓ′ ) with the constraint η.ℓ ∧ (ηα .ℓ ∧ ρ) → (η.ℓ′ )′ .
I NVG EN +T EST: Simplification from tests Individual program computations can be
used to simplify the constraints for invariant generation. The crux of the algorithm I N V G EN +T EST lies in the observation that an invariant template must hold when partially
evaluated on a reachable state of the program.
Let t(X) be a template over the program variables X and s be a reachable program
state. We write t(s/X) to denote a template expression that is obtained from t by substituting each variable x ∈ X with its value s(x) in the state s. Then, the constraint t[s/X]
imposes an additional constraint over the template parameters. Note that this constraint
is linear, i.e., its processing does not require application of expensive non-linear solving
techniques.
We show the algorithm I NV G EN +T EST in Figure 2. The algorithm takes as input a
program P and an invariant template map η with parameters P. It can return an invariant map for P , output that no invariant map exists for the given invariant templates, or
find a counterexample to the program safety. There are three conceptual steps of the algorithm. The first step (line 1) constructs a set Ψ of constraints on the invariant template
parameters that encode the initiation, inductiveness, and safety conditions. The second
step (lines 2–9) runs a set of tests and generates additional constraints on the parameters
based on the test executions. Finally, the third step (line 10) solves the conjunction of
the static constraints from line 1 and the additional constraints generated during testing.
The loop in lines 3–9 executes the program on a set of tests. We instrument the program so that for each program location ℓ reached in the test, the concrete values of all
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input
P : program; η: invariant template map with parameters P
vars
Ψ : static constraint; Φ : dynamic constraint
begin
Ψ := InvGenSystem(P, η)
Φ := true
repeat
s1 , . . . , sn := GenerateAndRunTest(P )
if sn (pc) = ℓE then
return “counterexample s1 , . . . , sn ”
else
V
Φ := Φ ∧ n
i=1 (η.si (pc))[si /X]
until no more tests
if P ∗ := Solve(Ψ, Φ) succeeds then
return “inductive invariant map η[P ∗ /P]”
else
return “no invariant map for given template”
end.

Fig. 2. Algorithm I NV G EN +T EST for invariant generation supported by dynamic simplification using program executions. InvGenSystem creates a constraint over the template parameters that encodes invariant map conditions for the program P , see Section 3. The function
GenerateAndRunTest selects program computations.

the program variables that appear in the template η.ℓ are recorded. If a test hits the error
location, then of course, we have found a bug, and we return this error (lines 5,6). Otherwise, the recorded values provide an additional constraint on the template parameters.
For example, if the template for a location is αx+βy +γ ≤ 0, and a dynamic execution
reaches this location with the concrete state x = 35, y = −9, we know that the parameters α, β, and γ must satisfy the constraint 35α − 9β + γ ≤ 0. We call this a dynamic
constraint on the parameters and add this constraint to the auxiliary constraint Φ.
The testing loop terminates due to an externally supplied coverage criterion. At this
point, the constraint solver is invoked to find a satisfying assignment for the parameters
in P that satisfy both the static constraints in Ψ and the dynamic constraints in Φ. If
there is no such solution, the algorithm returns that there is no invariant map for the
program using the current template map. On the other hand, any satisfying assignment
provides an invariant map. Our algorithm maintains the invariant that at any point in
lines 3–13, a satisfying assignment to the constraints Ψ ∧ Φ is guaranteed to be a valid
invariant map.
I NVG EN +S YMB: Simplification from symbolic execution We observe that the basic
algorithm conjoins dynamic, linear constraints for each state that is reached by the test
generator. A large number of such constraints may overwhelm the constraint solver,
despite their low processing cost. We improve the basic algorithm by taking into account
sets of reachable states using a single strengthening constraint.
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repeat
π := GeneratePath(P )
(∗ πi = (ℓi , ρi , ℓi+1 ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∗)
if ℓn+1 = ℓE and π is feasible then
return “counterexample π”
else
ϕ := (∃X. ρ1 ◦ · · · ◦ ρn )[X/X ′ ]
Φ := Φ ∧ Encode(ϕ → η.ℓn+1 )
until no more paths

Fig. 3. Algorithm I NV G EN +S YMB. It can be obtained by replacing lines 3–9 of the algorithm
I NV G EN +T EST with the above statements. The function GeneratePath selects program paths.
Encode creates linear constraints over template parameters that encode the validity of the given
implication.

We assume a template t(X) and a set of reachable states represented by an assertion ϕ(X). We can obtain such sets of states by performing symbolic execution along
a collection of program paths. Then, the implication ϕ(X) → t(X) must hold for all
valuations of X since every state in ϕ is reachable.
Following the method in Section 3, we encode the validity of the implication by a
constraint over the template parameters. In this case, the encoding yields linear constraints. In contrast to the cases when the left-hand side of the implication contains
template assertions, in the above implication program variables have constant coefficients. Thus, when multiplying additional parameters (appearing due to the application
of Farkas’ lemma) with coefficients attached to the program variables we obtain linear
terms, which, in turn, result in linear constraints.
For example, we consider a template t(x, y, z) that consists of two conjuncts α +
αx x + αy y + αz z ≤ 0 ∧ β + βx x + βy y + βz z ≤ 0 . We assume a set of states
ϕ = (−x ≤ 0 ∧ −y ≤ 0 ∧ x + y − z ≤ 0) reached by symbolic execution. The
encoding of the implication ϕ → t yields the constraint
³0´ ¡ ¢
³ −1 0 0 ´ ¡ α α α ¢
x
y
z
,
∃Λ ≥ 0. Λ 0 −1 0 = βx βy βz ∧ Λ 0 ≤ −α
−β
1

1 −1

0

which is clearly linear.
We assume a function Encode that translates an implication between an assertion
representing a set of states and a template into a linear constraint over template parameters. Our extended algorithm I NV G EN +S YMB applies Encode on sets of reachable
states computed by symbolic execution of the program. The algorithm is presented in
Figure 3. Since it extends the basic algorithm I NV G EN +T EST by adding the symbolic
treatment of reachable states, we only present the modified part.
The algorithm I NV G EN +S YMB interleaves symbolic execution and collection of
constraints. It relies on an external function GeneratePath that selects paths through
the control-flow graph of the program, see line 4.1. For a given path, we compute
an assertion representing states that are reachable by executing its transitions, see
line 8.1. We use the relational composition operator ◦, which is defined by ρ ◦ ρ′ =

File

I NTER P ROC I NV G EN I NV G EN+Z3 I NV G EN + I NV G EN+Z3 + I NV G EN +
I NTER P ROC I NTER P ROC + I NTER P ROC +
S YMB
S YMB
Seq
×
23.0s
1s
0.5s
6s
0.5s
Seq-z3
×
23.0s
9s
0.5s
6s
0.5s
Seq-len
×
T/O
T/O
T/O
4s
2.8s
nested
×
T/O
T/O
17.0s
3s
2.3s
svd(light)
×
T/O
T/O
10.6s
T/O
14.2s
heapsort
×
T/O
T/O
19.2s
48s
13.3s
mergesort
×
T/O
52s
142s
T/O
170s
SpamAssassin-loop
X
T/O
5s
0.28s
1s
0.4s
apache-get-tag
×
0.4s
10s
0.6s
3s
0.7s
sendmail-fromqp
×
0.3s
5s
0.3s
5s
0.3s
Example1(b)
×
T/O
T/O
0.4s
1s
0.35s
Table 2. Comparison of variations of invariant verification techniques and I NTER P ROC on additional benchmark problems inspired by [21]. “X” and “×” indicate whether the invariant computed by I NTER P ROC proves the assertions, and “T/O” stands for time out.

∃X ′′ . ρ[X ′′ /X ′ ] ∧ ρ′ [X ′′ /X] , to compute the transition relation of the whole path.
The existential quantification in line 8.1 projects this relation to the successor states
ϕ, i.e., it computes the range of the relation. We use variable renaming to keep the resulting assertion consistent with the templates over program variables. We conjoin the
constraint resulting from the translation of the implication between the reachable states
ϕ and the corresponding template η.ℓn+1 to the dynamic constraint Φ before proceeding
with the next path. We assume an external procedure that selects a finite set of paths. In
our implementation, we apply directed symbolic execution that attempts to unroll loops
at least one time.
The following theorem states that our optimizations are sound (and relatively complete).
Theorem 1. [Correctness] If Algorithm I NV G EN +A BS I NT, I NV G EN +T EST, or I N V G EN +S YMB on input program P and invariant template map η returns (a) “counterexample s1 , . . . , sn ,” then there is an execution of the program that reaches the error
location; (b) “inductive invariant map η ∗ ,” then η ∗ is an invariant map for P , and the
program P is safe; (c) “no invariants with template η,” then there is no invariant map
for P with the given invariant template map η.

5 Experiences
Implementation We implemented the algorithms I NV G EN +T EST and I NV G EN +S YMB
using SICStus Prolog [29], the linear arithmetic solver clp(q,r) [18] and the Z3
solver [8] as the backend to solve non-linear constraints. When describing the application of I NV G EN together with Z3, we shall write I NV G EN+Z3. We apply the I N TER P ROC [22] tool for abstract interpretation over numeric domains, and use the PPL

backend for polyhedra, mainly due to its source code availability. In principle, a variety
of other tools could be used instead, e.g., the ASPIC tool implementing the lookahead widening and acceleration techniques [11, 12]. I NV G EN provides a frontend for C
programs, which relies on CIL infrastructure for C program analysis and transformation and abstracts from non-arithmetic operations appearing in the input program. We
implement the following additional variable elimination optimization. The additional
constraints obtained from dynamic and static strengthening are linear. In particular, the
additional variables that encode implication between symbolic states and templates, Λ
in the previous section, can be eliminated. We perform this simplification step before applying the (expensive) techniques for solving non-linear constraints. For our constraint
logic programming-based implementation, this results in a reduction of the number of
calls to the linear arithmetic solver. When using the SAT approach, it allows us to avoid
applying the propositional search to constraints that can be solved symbolically.
In our experimental evaluation, we observed that I NV G EN +T EST and I N V G EN +S YMB offer similar efficiency improvement, with a few exceptions when I N V G EN +S YMB was significantly better. To keep the tables with experimental data compact, we only describe evaluation of the strengthening that uses symbolic execution
I NV G EN +S YMB.
Software Verification Challenge Benchmarks We applied I NV G EN on a suite of software verification challenge programs described in [21]. The examples in this benchmark
are extracted from large applications by mining a security vulnerability database for
buffer overflow problems. We use the corrected versions of these programs, using the
buffer access checks as assertions. The suite consists of 12 programs.3 Using polyhedral
abstract domain, I NTER P ROC computes invariants that are strong enough to prove the
assertion for half of them. The constraint based invariant generation together with the
SAT-based encoding, i.e., I NV G EN+Z3, generates invariants for all programs within
36.5 seconds of total time. Using the CLP backend, I NV G EN handles 11 examples
within 6.3 seconds, and times out on one program, which is handled by I NV G EN+Z3 in
5 seconds. Using the static and dynamic strengthening described in this paper, we obtain the following running times. The combination I NV G EN +Z3+I NTER P ROC +S YMB
solves all examples in 29.5 seconds, while I NV G EN +I NTER P ROC +S YMB handles all
examples within 9.6 seconds. These experiments demonstrate that the various optimizations can have an effect on verification, but the running times were too short to draw
meaningful conclusions.
Impact of Dynamic Strengthening The collection from [21] did not allow us to perform
a detailed benchmarking of our algorithm, since the running times on these examples
were too short. We obtained a set of more difficult benchmarks inspired by [21] by
adding additional loops and branching statements, and provide a detailed comparison
that describes the impact of static and dynamic strengthening in isolation in Table 2.
I NTER P ROC computes 50 inequalities for each loop head, which results in a significant
increase in the number of variables in the constraint system. While being an obstacle for
3

Due to short running times, we present the aggregated data and do not provide any table containing entries for individual programs.

the propositional search procedure in Z3, the increased number of variables does not
significantly affect the CLP-based backend since the additional variables appear in linear terms. In summary, the performance of I NV G EN+Z3 decreases and the performance
of I NV G EN goes up by adding facts from I NTER P ROC.
Integration with B LAST We have modified the abstraction refinement procedure of the B LAST software model checker [15] by adding predicate discovery using path invariants [3]. Table 3 shows how constraint based invariant generation can be effective for refining abstractions. The number
of counterexample refinement iterations required is reduced in all examples.
For several examples we achieved termination of previously diverging abstraction refinement, and for others the
B LAST B LAST + I NV G EN +
reduction ranges between 25 and 400 File
I NTER P ROC + S YMB
percent.
Summary Our experimental evaluation
leads to the following observations:
– For complex constraint solving
problems, the additional strengthening facilitates significant improvement. It ranges from reducing the running time by two orders
of magnitude to making timing out
examples solvable within seconds.
– If the constraint solving is already fast in the purely static case,
then the strengthening does not
cause any significant running time
penalty.

Seq
Seq-len
fregtest
sendmail-fromqp
svd(light)
Spamassassin-loop
apache-escape
apache-get-tag
sendmail-close-angle
sendmail-7to8

diverge
diverge
diverge
diverge
144
51
26
23
19
16

8
9
3
10
43
24
20
15
15
13

Table 3. I NV G EN + I NTER P ROC + S YMB for
predicate discovery in B LAST. We show the
number of refinement steps required to prove
the property.
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